WELCOME

Shared Health means Shared Values and a right to Respectful Workplaces

THIS FACILITY IS A SAFE SPACE FOR ALL:

- Abilities
- Ages
- Countries of Origins
- Cultures
- Genders
- Income Brackets
- Religions
- Races
- Sexual Orientations

Discrimination is NOT welcome here.

FOR STAFF:
READ THE POLICY
Respectful Workplace Policy, No. 320 100 102, on policies.sharedhealthmb.ca/human-resources
*You can only access this page using a network connected device

FOR PATIENTS:
If you have questions, suggestions or concerns related to the health care services you are receiving, contact:
Email: pro@sharedhealthmb.ca
Phone: 204-787-2704
Fax: 204-787-1233

COMMIT TO CONTRIBUTING TO A SAFE AND RESPECTFUL ENVIRONMENT FOR ALL

Shared health Soins communs Manitoba